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30

WORKSHOPS

MONTH TITLE MAX
CAPACITYAGE DESCRIPTION

Fossil Detectives

Jul

Join our fossil investigation as we explore the wonderful Jurassic period & get to know more about what kind of 
dinosaurs used to live on our planet

Fossil Detectives 20 Join our fossil investigation as we explore the wonderful Jurassic period & get to know more about what kind of 
dinosaurs used to live on our planet

Let’s code with Scottie Go!

Tinkering Studio:
Conductive Science

25

25

Scottie Go! is the perfect way to introduce the basics of coding. Discover the world of visual coding by helping 
Scottie, the friendly alien, find his way back home. The fate of Scottie rests in your hands. Good luck!

25

Ingenious Engino Inventors 25 Bring a story to life though robotics. Build a mechanical structure to enrich your engineering and technical skills

Shadow Play 25 Create a shadow theatre performance to explore how light interacts with different objects & discover the relationship 
between light, colour & shadow

Explore VEX IQ 25
Immerse yourself in the world of STEM by building your very own robot. VEX IQ is a robotics system designed from 
the ground up to provide an opportunity for kids of all ages to become engineers!

Me, My body & I 20
Explore all about our body’s internal and external systems and how we should take good care of them with regular 
exercise & healthy eating

Bee a Coder! 25 Go on an exciting adventure with a lovely bumble bee to discover basic programming

Sphero’s Heroes 1 Ever wondered how you can learn about coding in an imaginative and collaborative environment? Sphero is the 
perfect tool! Guide the Sphero bot towards victory whilst exploring coding and mathematics.

Bee a Coder! 25 Go on an exciting adventure with a lovely bumble bee to discover basic programming

Join our team of engineers! Discover which materials allow electricity to flow, build your own circuit and help 
Esplora’s electrical engineer solve the problem at hand

3.. 2.. 1.. Blast Off! 25

3-5

8+

7+

8+

10+

3-5

7+

7+

8+ Have a go at blasting off a rocket at Esplora, but make sure you make it land safely back on the ground!

Aug

Sep

3-5

7+

7+

SCIENCE SHOWS

MONTH TITLE MAX CAPACITY DESCRIPTION

The Magnificent
Balloons Show

Jul

120
Join our balloon lab where we discover various cool experiments that you can do 
using balloons. How many ways are there to inflate a balloon?

Amazing Wildlife
Stories

30 Meet some members of the animal kingdom in our puppet show and let them help 
you find out some cool stuff about some of the amazing creatures living on Earth.

Amazing Wildlife
Stories

30 Meet some members of the animal kingdom in our puppet show and let them help 
you find out some cool stuff about some of the amazing creatures living on Earth.

Amazing Wildlife
Stories 30

Meet some members of the animal kingdom in our puppet show and let them help 
you find out some cool stuff about some of the amazing creatures living on Earth.

Sounds Amazing 120 What is sound, how can we hear it and how can we change it? Discover the musical 
mysteries behind instruments in Sounds Amazing!

Beautiful Bubbles 120 Find out what bubbles are made of, discover how they are formed and why they 
are so colourful. Get the chance to step inside one of our famous life-sized bubbles!

Aug

Sep

AGE

5+

3-5

6+

3-5

6+

3-5


